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ABSTRACT
This report summarizes the proceedings of a mooting hold on
September 17 - 20, 1974, at Stanford University, The purpose was to
explore plasma physics problems which arise in the study of solar
physics. Sessions wore concerned with specific questions including
the following; Is the solar plasma thermal or non-thermal? Whnt
spectroscopic data is required? What types of magnetic field structures
exist? Do MHD instabilities occur? Do resistive or non-hiHD instabilities
occur? What mechanisms of particle acceluration have been proposed?
What information do we have concerning shock waves? Very few questions
were answered categorically but, for each question, there was discussion
concerning the observational evidence, theoretical analyses, and
existing or potential laboratory and numerical experiments.
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SOLAR PHYSICS - PLASMA PHYSICS WORKSHOP
STANrORD UNIVERSITY
September 17-20, 1974
Session 1.
1, Does simulation of the solar plasma require the production of
non-thermal plasmas?
2. If so, with what characteristics?
3, Is simulat i on best achieved with laboratory or computer experiments?
Speakers: Baum, Cowan, Sturrock and {talker
Sc i entific Secretary: J.hl. BecY,ors
The first question can be reworded: "Are there non-thermal plasmas
on the sun?" The answer, of course, has to be "yes", Specifically
discussed were solar flares by Baum and the solar wind near the planets
Earth and Mercury by Cowan,
Baum discussed a simulation of the solar flare plasma in the
laboratory in an experiment using two parallel rods 10 cm. apart
through which lie sends two sudden, parallel currents. The resulting
mass motions and magnetic field changes are studied and then scaled
to solar conditions. Scaling and the study of laboratory gases at
densities existing in the sun, especially the corona, is always a
major problem.
Cowan described Los Alamos measurements of actual electron
velocity distributions in the solar wind, These are not purely
Naxwellian. In fact the measurements can be represented very well
by fully mixed so called hot (.,, 7 X 105 oK) and cold (— 1 X 10 5
 oK)
components. In adoi ,^4on to this so-called bimaxwellinn non-thermal
velocity distribution for velocities along the field lines, there is
a different b i maxwellian distribution for velocities at right angles
2I l	 4
to the field lines. Collislonless plasmas such as the solar wind are
very likely to be non-thermal. Solar flares are not a collisionless
plasma. Non-thermal behavior there is very short-lived. In Baum and
Bratonahl's , xporiment there is also a short-lived (, 1 µ sec) non-
thermal phase chnracterized by runaway electrons and x-ray radiation.
The experiment of Baum and Bratenahl specifically studies the
process of magnetic field line reconnection. They observe a quiescent
reconnection phase during which magnetic flux and energy are stared. A
transition to anomalous conductivity triggers the release of this stored
energy in an "impulsive flux transfer event" during which magnetic flux
Is transferred across the separatrix. By Faraday's law, this flux
change accompanies an electric field along the neutral line which is
measured to be 3 W. The energy dissipated in the non-thermal event
Is estimated to be 10 8
 ergs. According to Baum and Bratenahl, these
laboratory parameters translate to solar equivalents of 10 30
 ergs
released in 10 2
 seconds generating an electric potential of 1010
 volts.
Baum suggested a now experiment to be performed with two solenoids
which would closely simulate the interaction of two bipolar sunspot
groups. No computer simulations were proposed.
The second question wad not really answered. One wishes to simulate
the solar plasma as closely as possible, but the solar plasmas have
densities varying from 1014
 to 100 electrons per cm 3 , temperatures from
104
 to 107 oK, magnetic fields from 3000 to 10
-3 gauss and scales of
105
 km downwards. These parameters can not all be attained (or even
scaled) in the laboratory, suggesting that one pursue computer experi-
ments which might permit one to extrapolate results from laboratory
Fconditions to solar conditions.
•
	
	
Other questions arose to which no sntisfactory answer was given;
"What effects do non-thormnl (nonmaxwollian) velocity distributions
of, for instance, electrons have , on the calculations of spectroscopic
parameters?" (Rosenberg); "Are we really justified in assigning a
unique temperature to a spectral line, as is now often clone for GOV
lines, if we have a non-thermal plasma?" (Rosenberg); and "Does a
non-thermnl velocity distribution permit us to understand the simulta-
neous emission of lines of low temperature (10 4 eK) and high temperature
(10? oK) in active region loops?" (Brueckner).
r	,
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Session 2.
1, How can we best obtain the spectroscopic data we need to interpret
solar observations?
2. Do we need new calculations, new laboratory experiments, or new
calibration techniques?
Speakers: Datla, Hummer and Walker
Scientific Secretary: J.M. Deckers
Hummer discussed the theoretical approach to obtaining the spectro-
scopic data, and Walker and Datla st. -.:Ied the experimental methods with
reference to the sun and the theta pinch, respectively.
Hummer stated that JILA now has a set of computer codes available
for calculation of atomic parameters, including some that include
relativistic effects. These codes permit the determination of f-values
and cross sections for highly complex configurations. Results compare
well with the results of beam-foil experiments, thus creating a high
degree of confidence in the theoretical results. Experimental deter-
minatior.s of the atomic parameters are crucial for the varification
of the theoretical results. Theory has now reached a level where one
can expect rather accurate results (at least within a factor of 2).
Theoretical results are essential for those temperature-density situa-
tions where laboratory results are unattainable.
Walker discussed an interpretation of the solar spectrum between
7 and 25 R. Abundances agree with photospheric values, and emission-
measure versus temperature curves are consistent. Some of the solar-
derived atomic cross sections may actually be better than the theoretical
ones. Coronal line intensity ratios for the hydrogenic ions 0 VIII,
Mg XII and Si XIV, and for the neon-like ion Pe XVII were found to be
A
l
In good ngreeniont with thoory. The re XVII observations have been used
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to clor'vc excitation rates for Ch	
2	 f 1
e 2s 2p	 S - 2s 2p G 3u L excitations,
for which no theoretical rate coefficients are available.
Uatln discussed collisional rate coefficients of excitation and
ionization for the re VIII, I•o IX and re X ions derived from the
Maryland thotn-pinch experiments. Comparison of the relative rates
of excitation with theoretical calculations based on the Coulomb-Born
approximation showed disagreements as high as 5,,, G orclers of magnitude
in some transitions. However, the experiment was in agreement with
solar observations. with the note codes available at JILA, theoretical
valuos for those highly charged systems should be accurate tope 30`io.
The experimental ionization rates for these ions are nbout 50% smaller
than the theoreticnl estimates, as was found for Li, Be and Nn sequstices
in provious Maryland theta-pinch experiments, suggesting n need to
improve the theory of ionization,
In answer to the second question, the need was expressed for (n)
an extended bibliography of atomic data (one is to be published by
JILA in April, 1.975), (b) more necurntc data for spin-forbidden coronnl
lines (Brueckner). Laboratory experiments for these lines ire virtually
Imposliole because of the long lifetimes involved, so theoretical deter-
minations are essential.
5
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Session 3,
1, What types of magnetic field structures seem to exist in the solar
atmosphere? Can they be understood?
2. Are there procedures for determining the field configuration in the
atmosphere from available observational dntn and, if so, how reliable
are they?
3. Can the magnetic field structures be studied in the laboratory or
by computer experiments?
Speakers: Backers, Bratonahl, Jockers, Kundu, Rust, Vorpahl and Vrnbac
Scientific Secretary: Hans Rosenberg
Most of the session's time was devoted to questions (1) and (2),
and little to (3).
Question 1.
a) The only dependable magnetic-field determinations are attained
from the Zeeman splitt i ng of spectral lines. Thus the component of.II
parallel to the line of sight is obtained with varying spatial and time
resolution at various heights in the photosphere and chromosphere,
Increased spatial resolution yields higher field strengths and more
bunched fields: in the ouiet photosphere, the field aggregates in
regions of y 1000 - 1500 G; in spots B II , 3000 G (apparently not bunched);
In neutral flashes B — 5500 G, within a spot for which the average field
II
strength Is	 2200 G (Backers), The flash is not n wave, but problems
arise with the confinement of such a strong field (Meyer). Evolution
of high-resolution magnetograms shows inflow of flux in the form of
pores into growing sunspots (Vrabec). A decaying spot is typically
situated in the center of a special supergranular cell with flux moving
away from the spot towards the call boundary,
b) The stokes polarimeter should yield important information about
6
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D with high time and spatial resolution, although Ay
 will be less
accurately determined than III.
c) Coronal magnetic field strengths obtained by radio methods are
highly untrustworthy (Kundu'). Ile suggested an estimate of 300 - 600 G
above active regions as determined from polarization data of microwave
emission.
d) Most of the knowledge of field structure 1s derived from the
morphology of fine structures in various spectral bands (optical, EUV,
x-rays, radio) assuming that the emission outlines the magnetic field
structure: --
11 a observations: Fibril structures in the chromosphere, spiralling
structures around sunspots, filaments overlying neutral lines, twisting
and untwisting in flaring regions and erupting prominences, and coronal
rain outlining coronal field structures.
X-ray observations (Vorpahl): These show coronnl loops, and possibly
arcades. Some loops connect well-separated active regions, even crossing
the equator, similar to connections implied by sympathetic radio bursts
(Culgoorn, Kundu). The emergence of new flux in the photosphere is
followed within n few hours by significant soft y -ray radiation in the
coronn; when the photospheric field decreases or polarities separate,
the initially intense x-ray structures become diffuse and lose their
sharp definition within hours. Non-catastrophic field reconnection
seems to occur between older active regions and new ones that appear
and develop nearby. A more energetic case of field reconnection, with
a subsequent release of energy, may have been observed when some limb
loops appeared to coalesce and brighten on 13 - 14 August, 1073. Lasting
7
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for 24 hours, the event emitted tan times morn x-rays than the entire
sun at maximum.
Radio observations: Type III electrons reaching the earth, and possibly
moving Typo IV bursts, indicate the existence of open field lines.
Questions which remained are: why do sottj morphological structures
appear dark and others light, whether in 11 a or in x-rays? Why do some
field linos connect distant foot-points Lind others not? What is the
cause of apparent twisting?
Question 2.
Models of the field structure arc constructed using magnotograms;
they are then compared with the morphology described in (ld). The
assumptions for the models vary:
a) current free model; G X B = 0, D given in the photosphere.
II
b) force-free (FF) model: G X B = a B, a chosen and constant, B II given
(Nakagawa at al.).
c) fore.-free model, a not constant but more specific boundary conditions
assumed orA (Barnes, Sturrock, see also Session 4).
d) "Dorn-free" approximation: V	 D = O r D„ given in the photosphere,
a good guess from the morphology, and some insight in the topology.
Jockers showed that an isolated region of one polarity inside a region
of opposite polarity implies the existence of a neutral point somewhere
above in the atmosphere.
The models try to give a complete specification of the field structure
in the hope of finding out what forces are present and what energies are
available for flares. Many difficulties were pointed out:
--there is (as yet) no physical argument as to how to choose a, or how
a
—	
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constant d sheirild be (oncopt for its constancy along a field line),
--there is a groat ambiguity in picking the computed field line which
is to be compared with the morphological structures (Excitement in the
audience!),
--at groat heights the predicted structure is very uncertain,
--departures from force-free fields, such as neutral sheets, do not
show up in the models (Sturrock).
--even though the comparison may look satisfying, small departures from
potential or force-free structures can contain large currents and large
amounts of surplus energy (Bratonnhl, Rosenberg).
It was agreed that forco-free or nearly force-free configurations
should be common except during transient events, but that it is difficult
to prove by comparison of morphology with the models.
Question 3.
Drntennhl suggested that a quasi-force-froo situation should be
considered, basing this on laboratory experiments. In quasi-force-free
situations, currents flow in regions whore B = 0, and along the sepnratrix
between magnetic structures. Th(;re is mass flow and, although it is
not locally force-free, it is force-free over the scale of the whole
structure. Field annihilation seems to occur in x-typo neutral points
rather than in neutral sheets,
Whether the magnetic structures could be studied on the computer
was not really answered (Soo also Session 4). For n realistic situation
It seems necessary to include both three dimensions and time evolution,
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Session 4.
1. Does the evidence indicate that MRD instnbilltios are involved
in sonic solar phonomenn such as spicules, surges or erupting
prominences?
'	 2. If so, can one examine some of these phenomena by laboratory or
computer experiments?
Speakers: Barnes, Brueckner, Tandborg-ilanssen and Zirin
Scientific Secretary; L.R. Priest
The overwhelming answer to the first question was yes. After
cataloging the mntn instabilities, Tandborg-ilnnsson described the
properties of solar prominences. A quiescent prominence is n huge
vertical shoat of plasma, stable for many weeks but then subject to
a "disparition brusque" phase in which the whole structure rises within
n few hours and escapes from the sun, often displaying helical structure
'he process. (The time scale may be as short as 5 minutes for the
smallest prominences -- Moore). One result is sometimes an infall of
material, producing a chromosphoric brightening which Zirin feels
should not be cn11Ad a flare. Active region prominences are of many
types, For instance, a surge ascends at about 100 km/s to about
30,000 km and descends along a similar, though not necessarily identical,
path (Rust). Sprays are more violent with such large speeds (1000 km/s)
that they escape.
The following are some examples of proposed prominence instabilities.
Nakagawa and Malville suggest that the Rayleigh-Taylor instability can
explain the observation t•nat long high-latitude prominences tend to
break lip into regularly spaced parts. Zirin feels that a prominence
is by nature buoyant so that the problem is to hold it down rather than
-r
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support it; lie was supported by Woodbury rind Sturrock's model in which
the prominence sits in a helical field closed above by a field which,
when removed, allows the prominence to erupt. Kupnrus and Tandborg-
lianssen suggest that quiescent prominences form with the aid cL a
tearing-mode instability in the current shoat which results after n
closed structure has been blown open by a pressura build-up. Finally,
It is possible that pinch instabilities are relevant: perhnps n surge
is a stabilized pinch, whereas tho blobs in a spray may come from a
sausage-typo instability and the twists in coronal rain may be due to
a helical instability. During the discussion it was montioned that
helical structure does not necessarily imply a Icink instability
(Rosenberg) and may be apparent rather than real, as in the wavy-
curtain auroral structure (Bratenalnl).
Brueckner described the problem of the energy balance of the quiet
transition region. lie suggested that the region may not be quiet at
all and should be characterized by many temperatures, lie further
suggested that the relevant coefficient of thermal conductivity is
determined by turbulence, and that MHD instabilities heat the corona.
(However, Meyer and Zirin were not too willing to abandon the usual
heating model.) He presented some fascinating observations which
suggest the following: UV emission is concentrated in spicule bushes
around which there are 30 km/s non-thermal motions; spi,cules are much
taller over polar regions; coronal holes do not penetrate to the
transition region; a prominence shows up progressively in higher
temperature lines as it erupts.
Barnes described some calculations of the storage of magnetic energy
)
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Ili n .force-froo field which is grndnnlly twisted. Tile magnetic field
llnon are soon to expand and eventually their ouorgy exceeds thnt of
the corresponding open field conftgurnfl on. IL is not clear how a
transfer to the lower anorgy state occurs (Mooro) nor whether nn
Bulorian description of the system is appropriate (Joekers).
M rin gave soma comments nbottt flares. Typically, new flux emerges
and extends the "neutral" lino until n flare occurs. Alternatively, the
flare cony take place after the nppenrnnco of a fibril crossing. Twist Ing
motion is common and 5-second flashes are observed In the upper photosphere.
Also the flash and explosive phases are quite distinct :In high-allergy
flnres.
Iu reply to the second question, T^ndborg-Ilnnsson called attention
to the pinch (Karr) and reconnection (Brntaltnill and Baum) experiments
and commented that many computational experiments have been performed
with n laboratory situation rather than the sun in mind.
12
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L, Dot's I'he evidence Indicate that onorgy rt'lonsed in so,nr fifn•oy
Is due to finite roslstivity nr non-AIIIII instabilities? If
call olio or more of these possible instabilities be examined
experimentally?
Spenhcrst Ilnunt, DrittennlG, Bruvela:er, litmcmnn, Kano, I,in and Van Iiaven
Scientific Secrotnry: II,G. Weitzel
Theories Pnncel• niag magttetI0-field i •oconnoctiun using Ohm Iv
resistivity ere marginally encouraging. Van ilovon suunnriZCd two of
the reasonably populnt• ihooroticnl. models, "SemethLtg 1I1;c Pei rhrk's
solution, ns modifiod over the years, has stnnd t'he test of time",
although It Is n steady-stnte solution that r+nys nothing about the
origin of n finre mul requlros nn Inconsistently nitnuto rogln q (jr
flold recnnnocttoll.	 Tito 'tonring invtnbilily Is it 	 .favvvite.
ME Haven stmanlu • IZOd attempts to compute the dovelopmont of this
linear instnbllity until It saturn'tcs. 'I'll( , vnlos o'.f flow nad roconncc-
tioa at saturation are nl' the order of those Invnlved III
solution, so that tbo two may be vel.nted, Tho I , tcome is n dissipntinn
timo scale that Is in'terntedtnto between the pur p ly d •ynninle and purply
resistive time scales, and obsm•vntionnl vnluos can bo obinined for
widths Of the neutral sheet ni' 1.0 to 100 tan. Sluc • e ouch structures
are observed deem to the smallest observable senles of 1000 lcm, the
required values appear pinusible. The two dlssipittion nutt'els may
also be related III 	 tho tearing mocic may operate nt the contrnl
region of a ln:rgcr volume satisi'ying Petschelc's modol. Thus one
I
discusses two-stage magnetic dissipation.
13
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Experiments to which the current is driven along the neutral sheet
4	 tend to show the tearing Instability, whereas that of Baum and Brntonnhl
generates Only one x-type neutral point tvhoro anomalous resistivity
develops. The difference might be clue to the different Initial current
but Is more likely due to the different source geometry of the latter
experiment. The experiments and the nonlinear tearing computntloll
apply only to mngnotic Reynolds numbers much smaller than oil 	 Sun,
The thoo•otten], solutions may apply to field reconnections that proceed
quite commonly oil the Sun, but perhaps not to flares. If tilt• solar
resistivity Is locally anomalous, it probably becomes so suddenly,
Bnun and Bratonahl simulated such n "turning-on" in them experiment
using nil 	 circuit: and Indee(I found nn essentially explosive
behavior. They examined two cases where the neutral line resistance
was constant ("quiescent phase') and whore tae rei;1,9 once Increased
exponentially in time ("Impulsive phase'), They Identify the quiescent
phase with the Potscholc mode which now becomes the preflnro state. The
Impulsive phase Is Identified with the flare Itself. However, Moore
argued that x-ray cintn at flare maximum are consistent with the notion
that flare cooling is balanced by hontiug associated wtLh n steady
:field merging controlled by the Alfvon spool.
Bnttm and Bra'tennitl niso discussed the potential field of two bipolar
sunspot regions showing how magnetic energy could ho stored and Impulsively
released In a configuration topologically quite sinnllar to their Inb-
oratory experiment. Brntoinlil stressed that the recounec'tion rate
should be measured by the electric fi.old (E ^ o B) rather than by the,
Alfven ranch number (M , V%Va ) as I' s commonly done.
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The very tntonso and highly localized onset of if 	 was detnon-
strnted by 13ruoekee» using Skylab observations. Iirueeimer discussed if
kernel, of diantoter 3000 lan, lying above n magnetic noutrnl line, observed
ill
	 Pe XXIV lane representing T s 25 X 10 6
 I{. Ito argued by comparison
to other data that this region was hent:ed ill 	 seconds, or at most 100
seconds, and that it was the cause of most other aspects of the flaro,
includ i ng the violent disruption of structures observed at about. 2 x 10 6
 It.
This compactness tends to support the theoretical requirement that utngnetic
fields are dissipated only ill 	 rogions.
Spicer summarized n fete theoretical possibilities of releasing energy
at the top of n magnetic loop, depending (ill 	 classical or collision-
less resistivity. Ills talk elicited discussion between Skylab and optical
observers oil
	
identity (height, gas density, stability) of loops dint
are observed to lend to flares. Apparently, the theoretical cause of
n flare (if unique) is still not identified.
Kane and Lin showed foil 	variety of flares that the onergy residing
ill
	 electrons is adequate to account for fill other observed
radiation processes in many (though not fill) flares. If non-thornutl
electrons are the prime product of the :flare onorgy release, theft the
phonomeuon muet be collistonless. Bunommt reminded the audience that
tearing mode irritability also exists ill 	 collisionloss :form.
15
Session 6.
1. What suggestions have been made concerning particle acceleration
An solar flares?
2. Can some of these suggestions be chocked experimentnlly?
Speakers: Frost, Kane, Liebonberg, Lin, Sakurai and Smith
Scientific Secretary: P.J. Baum
A variety of suggestions were offered for particle acceleration
mechanisms, although none met universal approval, and several experimental
suggestions were offered.
Smith cited acceleration models by Alfven nod Cnrlquist, Syrovntskil,
Tnkakurn, Friedman, and Smith. Smith criticized Alfvon's model on two
grounds: (i) The L/R time constant 1s much larger than 10 2 seconds for
the parameters he chooses; and (ii) The force-free filament is kink-
unstable anyway, The audience was referred to Anzer's paper in Solar
Physics for criticism of Syrovatskii's model. Taknkurn's model was
regarded as unnecessarily complicated, and Friedman's model wos criticized
on the grounds that the particles were accelerated isotropically by
plasma waves, whereas observation indicates an isotropic acceleration.
Smith's model attempts to produce mildly relativistic electrons
with a power-law energy spectrum. The spectral index should be 2.3 to
4.6. In this model electrons are accelerated from 0.01 keV up to
115.0 keV by Fermi acceleration. The particles than generate plasma
waves which net as a filter to produce the required spectral index,
F.e specifically described an x-type neutral point model in which a select
group of particles in the diffusion region are Fermi accelerated by
It
	 with field lines. Kulsrud asked why the energized pnrticles
16
wore not decelerated by the field lines farther from the diffusion
region, and Rosenberg and Michel expressed reservntions about the
Philosophy of the me ,1.
Smith mentioned the laboratory experiment of Baum nod Brntenahl
where scale limitations reduce the electron flux from the desired level
and which generates ton-acoustic rather than Langmuir waves. He
mentioned also the beautiful prediction by Baranger and Mozer that plasma
turbulence would produce satellite spectral lines around forbidden
helium lines. These satellites have been observed in laboratory experi-
ments and their spacing and intensity give information on the level of
turbulence in the plasma. This was suggested as a solar experiment
although the low density required may make it impractical.
Shock heating also was proposed as an acceleration mechanism although
Smith felt that it would be difficult to keep the particles in resonance
with the shocks. He felt that Sonnerup's model is inadequate.
Frost presented OSO-5 observational data on a number of flare-
related x-ray events typically in the range 28-55 keV, lie finds two
components to the x-ray signal, one fast and one slow. These two x-ray
signatures are believed to represent two acceleration mechanisms, thereby
explaining the break at 100 keV in the spectral-index curve, lie discussed
the correlation between microwave bursts (B field dependent) and x-ray
bursts (density dependent). It is .still questionable whether the
acceleration mechanisms are short-lived or continuous.
Kane suggested that electrons are accelerated near the base of field
structures resembling Sturrock's Y-type neutral point model. He considers
the acceleration mechanism to be either continuous or repetitive with a
F
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rperiod of about one second. The, spectral index is interred to be 3 - d.
The electron nccelerntion region should bo located where the electron
density is 100 cm-3 or 'less.
Lin also suggested two different types of acceleration mechanisms
In flares. He discussed the relative relonso times of electrons and
protons, with protons generally being accelerated Inter thnn electrons.
Ile proposed that only to of electrons escape the flare region while
990 of the protons escape. Ile showed an event from August, 1972, during
which four different particle injections took pince followed by four
interplanetary shocks. Ile suggested that the second acooleration phnse
is caused by shock waves near coronal height.
Salcurni presented observational ovidence thnt elements with high
atomic numbers (iron for example) frequently are up to ten times more
abundntit in solnr cosmic rnys thnn in the solar atmosphere. This
phenomenon seems to be energy-dependent.
Liebenberg studied a white-light streamer above an active region
with a Fabry-Perot interferometer, and line profiles were presented.
The streamer seemed to behave much like other coronal features although
it was slightly twisted.
is
Session 7.
1. Whnt evidence do we have concerning shock waves in the sun's
atmosphere and what appear to be their properties?
2. Can such shock waves be examined experimentally?
Speakers: Drntonahl, Brueckner, Krnll, Snkurni, Sturrock and Tendborg-
Hnnssen
Scientific Secretary: C. E. Newman
In addressing the first question, Sturrock listed three phenomena
in which shocks may play a role: (1) the heating of the solar corona,
(2) Athay-Morton waves, and (3) Type II radio bursts. In the coronnl
heating case, we know that some non-thermal mechanism is responsible,
generally thought to be the dissipation of sound waves. one way in
which shocks could be involved in this process has been reviewed by
Kuperus (1969): as sound waves propagate upwards through the solar
atmosphere, the density decreases; this lends to increase in the
velocity associated with the wave amplitude; thus the Mach number of
the wave increases, and shocks eventually develop. It was noted tlint
this mechanism is self-stabilizing, because when these shocks are
dissipnted, they hent the atmosphere, leading to an increase In the
sound speed and a lowering of the Mach number and a weakening of the
shock. Thus probably only weak shocks nre produced by this mechanism.
Available dntn on the heating of the corona are in agreement with the
formation of wank shocks.
Athay-Morton waves are observed as a disturbance, probably in the
corona, propagating away from a flare site with a velocity of order
1000 km/sec; they are possibly shocks but enn also be interpreted as
fast-mode MHD waves. Type II bursts are sometimes associated with
19
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flares which give rise to Athny-Morton waves; they have n duration of
20 - 30 minutes, with frequency decreasing with time. They are generally
•	 interpreted as n shock front, either n blast wave or n bow shock, moving
upward. Smord has explained the band splitting ar. radiation at wp
(and 2(pp) from the two sides of the shock which have different densities
and hence different w r an Interprotation which, if correct, Is strong
p
evidence for the existence of s)1e^Ics in Type II bursts. Sturrock then
outlined n model in which plasmn ejected with the Alfvon velocity v
n
from a flare site vin reconnoction propagates through a region of
decreasing va , becoming super-Alfvenic and producing n bow shock which
is the source of Type II radiation. A zero-order theory of stochastic
acceleration in witch a shock front shows that heavier particles are
preferentially accelerated; this agrees well with observations of 100 -
Z	
1000 MeV particles, events thought to be due to Phase 2 acceleration in
flares and which show enhancement of heavy ions and correlation with
radio emission of Types II and IV.
Krall presented some studies of phenomena in shock waves which
occur in the thota-pinch device. By numerical modeling, it is possible
to reproduce theoretically the results of the laboratory over wide
ranges of parameters. The modeling is done by using a fluid code to
integrate the equations of motions, including the important mutual
effects of fluctuations and macroscopic phenomena. The results of
the study yield accurate results for magnetic diffusion times, magnetic
field profiles, and ion temperatures; the electron temperature, however,
is not in good agreement. The radiation nt iop and 21p1) is not clue to
Instabilities, since electrons in the shock front are accelerated en,
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masse and are unstable to frequencies near (m o /fit i ) 1! t o p In the Inborntory
frame. Stochastic acceleration is also rulod out since the c Uocts of
this are simply to flntton out the distribution function at low (thermal)
energies. A possible mechanism is the creation of a bimnxwollimi
electron distribution function vin thermal mixing bctwoon cold plasmn
from the ends of the device with hunted plasma in the vicinity of the
shock; such n distribution is known to rndinto much more at in  and 2,oi1
than a simple hinxwelllon. All the processes discussed here are similnr
to those thought to occur in solar phenomena, so the agreement between
these numerical studies nod laboratory experiments suggests that extra-
polation of these studios to solar pnrnmeters may be helpful in studying
solnr shock phenomena.
Bratennhl presented laboratory evidence for the production of a fast
mode A111D shock at all x-type neutral point when anomalous resistivity in
the current sheet rises quickly to give enhanced diffusion of mngnotic
field from inside to outside. A blast wave of velocity 10 8 cm/soc is
observed.
Sakurai then presented an analysis comparing moving Type IV bursts
with Type I1 bursts and showed that the inferred speeds of the two
disturbances were 200 km/sec and 2600 Ion/see respectively. This wide
disparity suggests that the two phenomena are due to different typos
of ejection -- the Type IV burst may be due to in emerging mngnotic
bottle and the Type II burst to a blast wave.
Tandberg-Honssen gave an example of a spray -typo moving prominence
which showed evidence of shock formation. Pictures at successive times
showed the prominence moving upward while associated Type IV radintion
21
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was nlso observed moving with n velocity of 500 Ian/Boo. Compnrison of
F	 the prominence velocity with the shock speed gives Mch numbers of order
2 - 3.5, The radio burst was observed out to 5 HO; o possible expinnntion
for this effect is thnt the prominence sands n shock ahend of it nt n
fnster velocity, so thnt the shock outruns the source and dissipntes.
Pinnlly, Brueckner showed pictures of n group of four clouds of
gas tnkon at successive times. Extrapolation of those clouds back to
the solar surface from their inferred velocity gives a time which agrees
well with the times of emission from Typo II bursts at various altitudes.
The obvious interpretation is that n cloud is the driver gas or piston
for a shock wave which gives rise to s Type II burst, However, it was
not possible to say from the observations whether the shock precedes the
piston or vice-versa.
Reference
Kuperus, M. 1969, Spnce Sci. Rev., 9, 713.
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Session S,
1. What mechanisms are thought to be involved In radio emission from
the sun?
2. Can nay of these mechanisms be studied experimentally?
•	 Speakers: Ko, Kundu, Lolby, Lin, do In Noe, Prasni and Rosenberg
Scientific Socratnry: D.P. Smith
Rather than review the mechanisms of radio emission, Kundu gave a
survey of the latest results from solar radio astronomy. The first of
these is the "radio filament" --n depression in brightness in the mm-
band which corresponds to an Hai prominence. This Kundu interprets as
the result of absorption by donso material, It differs from the H a
prominence in that it is wider and lasts 1 - 2 days after the 11 o
prominence disappears so that it may correspond `o the prominence plus
Its cavity. Long baseline interforometry has recently been applied to
the sun but has the disadvantage that it takes 10 - 12 hours to make a
map of the whole disk. However, it has shown that the size of an X-bnnd
(3.7 cm) flnre-associated burst is 2 me seconds and thus will allow
the gyro-resonnnce theory of the slowly varying component to be tested.
Lang has shown that a few hours before n flare, the degree of polarization
of 3,7 cm emission increases from 20 - 307 to up to 1000 and the regions
responsible become smaller at the time o:: n flare. There is no evidence
of 300s periodicities at 3,7 cm and 11 cm, which Brueckner pointed out
is consistent with the Harvard AM data. There Eire bursts with drift
rates intermediate between Type II and Type III bursts, which Rosenberg
and Kuipers have interpreted as due to the combination of n whistler
wave and a plasma wave. Kundu wanted to know the source of the whistlers,
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while Smith pointed out that the inferred velocities given by Kundu
are consistent with the present range of Typo II velocities so that
the new proposal may be unnecessary. Kundu mentioned the possible
observation of the third harmonic and Smith noted that he had treated
this process in 1070, but did not and still does not feel is worth
much effort due to the extremely tenuous observations. Rust noted that
he sees 2 - 3 are second knots in 11 a at the time of a flare, as well
as point brightenings of this size before n flnro, consistent with the
x-band long-baselino-intorforomotry results.
Ko talked about interpreting stationary Typo IV bursts, and pointed
out the need for nit improved synchrotron radiation theory, which takes
into account the presence of the plasma and the mildly relativistic
nature of the electrons, He pointed out act error in wild's attempt
to this.
Lin talked about simultaneous measurements of electron fluxes
and Type III bursts near the enrth. For small events there 1s a
iinear relation between log T radio and log (electron flux), whereas
for bigger events there is a break after which the slope becomes 2.7.
Lin does not detect the electrostatic waves calculated to be necessary
to produce second harmonic radiation even for the most favorable case
using the currently accepted random-phaso approximation.
Prasad discussed what lie calls "coherent amplification of Raman
scattering" which Smith pointed out is a fixed-phase calculation of
second-harmonic emission. Thus it is not surprising that lie obtains
much higher power than in the random-phase case and that the radiation
is more highly collimated in direction. Smith noted that it would be
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hard to test this theory with solar radio bursts because of scattering
although the difficulties Lin reported may be taken as implying that
a more efficiont mechanism such as this one is needed.
Leiby described an experiment in which he measured fundamental
and harmonic plasma radiation, with n frequency ratio of about 1.7.
Rosenberg considered interpretations of continuum bursts and noted
that, except for moving Typo IV bursts, plasma mechanisms were needed
and described some of these. He reiterated the suggestion that a high
time resolution spectrograph in the 300 - 1000 1d11z range would be
desirable to study the flnre process and further noted that a floating
zero level would be necessary to pick up fine structure.
de la Y c talked about Type 11Ib bursts which consist of chains
of striations which Rosenberg suggested could be interpreted as the
coupling of electron cyclotron and plasma waves.
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